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Finsler normFinsler norm

● POSITIVE FUNCTION IN THE 
TANGENT BUNDLE

● HOMOGENEOUS OF DEGREE 
ONE IN ẋ

ẋẋ x

Abandoning Riemannian geometry as the arena for the 
relativistic dynamics of particles, essentially allowing for 
a velocity dependent geometry to describe spacetime 
structure
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Why Finsler?Why Finsler?
Mavromatos, Sarkar, Vergou, arXiv:1009.2880

● Gravity induced Modified Dispersion Relations in 
noncritical strings as an induced Finsler-like geometry

Girelli, Liberati, Sindoni, arXiv:gr-qc/0611024
● Provide a prescription for deriving the Finsler geometry 

of a particle with MDR living on a flat spacetime:

Find

1)

2)

3)
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Pro et ContraPro et Contra
● Equivalent to Relative Locality (same phenomenology)
● Noether theorem has a simple realization in Finsler 

formalism
● It provides a formalization for ẋ-deformed killing vectors
● Very compact expression for Christoffel symbols, Riemann 

tensor et cetera et cetera...
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Pro et ContraPro et Contra
● Equivalent to Relative Locality (same phenomenology)
● Noether theorem has a simple realization in Finsler 

formalism
● It provides a formalization for ẋ-deformed killing vectors
● Very compact expression for Christoffel symbols, Riemann 

tensor et cetera et cetera...

● Finsler spaces are tailored for the study of homogeneous 
DR, while DSR DR cannot be homogeneous because of the 
presence of a dimensional constant Mignemi, arXiv:0704.1728

● Weird massless limit (non homogeneous)
● What about nontrivial composition laws for momenta? (flat 

tangent vs curved cotangent bundle)
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Hamiltonian

Let's parametrizeLet's parametrize
Rosati, Amelino-Camelia, Marciano, Matassa, arXiv:1507.02056
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Hamiltonian

Let's parametrizeLet's parametrize

Conformal time 
coordinatization

Rosati, Amelino-Camelia, Marciano, Matassa, arXiv:1507.02056
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Hamiltonian

Let's parametrizeLet's parametrize

Conformal time 
coordinatization

Rosati, Amelino-Camelia, Marciano, Matassa, arXiv:1507.02056

Natural momenta 
coordinatization
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Relative LocalityRelative Locality
In the flat spacetime limit
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Relative LocalityRelative Locality
In the flat spacetime limit

We find

Using and
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Relative LocalityRelative Locality
In the flat spacetime limit

Where

is the momentum-space metric

We find

Using and
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Relative LocalityRelative Locality
Therefore
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Relative LocalityRelative Locality

Where in general

Therefore

It is in some sense a Rainbow metric
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Rainbow's issuesRainbow's issues
A simple example: ???
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Rainbow's issuesRainbow's issues

If we let the boost act as

A simple example: ???

. . .
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Rainbow's issuesRainbow's issues

If we let the boost act as

The rainbow line-element is not invariant

A simple example: ???

. . .

is the one that actually works
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Killing in FinslerKilling in Finsler
Total derivative
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Killing in FinslerKilling in Finsler
Total derivative

Where
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Killing in FinslerKilling in Finsler
Total derivative

Finsler Killing equation

Where
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Killing vectors in FinslerKilling vectors in Finsler
Perturbatively

Flat limit
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Killing vectors in FinslerKilling vectors in Finsler
Perturbatively

Flat limit

Conserved Charge  (                                                    )

In general
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Symmetries in 1+1DSymmetries in 1+1D
Boost generator 

Algebra in the flat limit 
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Symmetries in 1+1DSymmetries in 1+1D
Boost generator 

Algebra in the flat limit 

Generalization in a maximally symmetric curved spacetime

In both cases is very interesting the choice β=-1, γ=0
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GeodesicsGeodesics

Finsler metric Homogeneity condition
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GeodesicsGeodesics

Finsler metric Homogeneity condition

In which

Through Euler-Lagrange 
equations we get
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WorldlinesWorldlines

Massless

β+γ>0 β+γ<0
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RedshiftRedshift

β+γ>0β+γ<0
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Massless problemMassless problem

Do they explode?

limit, with

14/17 Amelino-Camelia, Barcaroli, Gubitosi, Liberati, Loret, arXiv:1407.8143



  

Massless problemMassless problem

Do they explode?

limit, with

No, you never get there, remind that

Then a reasonable solution for this issue may be

14/17 Amelino-Camelia, Barcaroli, Gubitosi, Liberati, Loret, arXiv:1407.8143



  

Massless problemMassless problem

One can always find some sort of Rainbow metric, but the price is 
homogeneity, then the simple Finsler geodesic equations turn to
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Massless problemMassless problem

One can always find some sort of Rainbow metric, but the price is 
homogeneity, then the simple Finsler geodesic equations turn to

Massless, flat
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Composition of momenta?Composition of momenta?
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Finsler framework
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Composition of momenta?Composition of momenta?
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ẋ
x

Relative Locality
 interpretation

Finsler framework

???

Can we ignore this problem ?

Unfortunately no, 
just think to...

k
p

q



  

Composition of momenta?Composition of momenta?
The relativistic theory 
forces us to consider
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Composition of momenta?Composition of momenta?
The relativistic theory 
forces us to consider

Which imply

Which satisfy
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ConclusionsConclusions
● Finsler generalization of Riemannian geometry can be used 

to describe spacetime geometry seen by a particle with 
given (modified) dispersion relation

● It provides a consistent framework to derive physical 
properties of particles: propagation, symmetries

● Equivalent to a ‘rainbow’ metric associated to classical 
particles with κ-Poincaré inspired symmetries

● Easy to generalize to curved spacetimes

● Not always easy to use, not applicable to the massless case

●  Very productive if used in tandem with curved momentum-
space formalism
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